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Context

• Video conferencing seeing increasing deployment

• Still no standard congestion control algorithm for 
RTP traffic running over UDP/IP
• Various proprietary algorithms

• IETF RMCAT working group

• Potential congestion collapse

• Circuit breaker algorithm wanted to stop errant flows
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Example Scenario: WebRTC
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WebRTC Signalling

WebRTC Signalling

Hello…?

RTP Media Data

RTCP

• High-rate RTP media data flow

• Low-rate RTCP reception quality feedback



RTCP Reception Quality Feedback
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RFC 3550                          RTP                          July 2003

6.4.2 RR: Receiver Report RTCP Packet

        0                   1                   2                   3
        0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
header |V=2|P|    RC   |   PT=RR=201   |             length            |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                     SSRC of packet sender                     |
       +=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+
report |                 SSRC_1 (SSRC of first source)                 |
block  +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
  1    | fraction lost |       cumulative number of packets lost       |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |           extended highest sequence number received           |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                      interarrival jitter                      |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                         last SR (LSR)                         |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
       |                   delay since last SR (DLSR)                  |
       +=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+
report |                 SSRC_2 (SSRC of second source)                |
block  +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
  2    :                               ...                             :
       +=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+
       |                  profile-specific extensions                  |
       +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

   The format of the receiver report (RR) packet is the same as that of
   the SR packet except that the packet type field contains the constant
   201 and the five words of sender information are omitted (these are
   the NTP and RTP timestamps and sender’s packet and octet counts).
   The remaining fields have the same meaning as for the SR packet.

   An empty RR packet (RC = 0) MUST be put at the head of a compound
   RTCP packet when there is no data transmission or reception to
   report.

6.4.3 Extending the Sender and Receiver Reports

   A profile SHOULD define profile-specific extensions to the sender
   report and receiver report if there is additional information that
   needs to be reported regularly about the sender or receivers.  This
   method SHOULD be used in preference to defining another RTCP packet
   type because it requires less overhead:

   o  fewer octets in the packet (no RTCP header or SSRC field);

Schulzrinne, et al.         Standards Track                    [Page 42]

• Reporting interval: O(seconds)

• Timing statistics
• Inter-arrival jitter

• One RTT estimate per reporting interval

• Packet loss statistics
• Fraction packets lost in last interval

• Cumulative number of lost packets

• Highest sequence number received

• Reception quality feedback is infrequent and highly aggregated



• Monitor reception quality of RTP media traffic to 
detect excessive network congestion
• Use standard RTP and RTCP mechanisms

• Must work with unmodified RFC3550-compliant receivers

• Three circuit breakers:
• Media timeout 

• RTCP timeout

• Congestion

RTP Circuit Breaker Algorithms

5



RTP Circuit Breaker Algorithms

• Circuit breaker #1: Media timeout
• RTP data packets being sent, but corresponding RTCP RR packets report 

non-increasing extended highest sequence number received

• Indication of significant forward-path connectivity problem if persistent for 
≥ 2 reporting intervals → cease transmission

• Circuit breaker #2: RTCP timeout
• RTP data packets being sent, but no corresponding RTCP RR packets 

returned for ≥ 2 consecutive reporting intervals → cease transmission

• Indicates significant return-path connectivity problem

6



RTP Circuit Breaker Algorithms

• Circuit breaker #3: Congestion
• RTP data sent, corresponding RR packets have increasing extended 

highest sequence number received, but non-zero packet loss fraction

• Indication of network congestion – estimate equivalent TCP throughput:

and cease transmission if RTP sending rate ≥ 10T for 2 reporting intervals 

• Poor quality inputs – simplify by setting highlighted term to zero

• Not a robust estimate of TCP throughput – is it 
good enough for a circuit breaker?

7

T =
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R = round trip time, s = packet size
p = packet loss event rate



Testbed Experiments

• Initial experiments: does circuit breaker behave as expected in simple 
environments?

• Evaluate using gstreamer + x264, 
Akiyo video sequence, VGA size 
video at 15fps with 1Mbps target 
rate; multiple 100 second runs

• Basic network testbed: simple 
bottleneck with variable queue, 
latency, available bandwidth

8

Loss Pattern Triggered Did not trigger

Loss free 0.0% 100.0%
Non-bursty loss 0.0% 100.0%

Bursty loss 12.2% 87.8%

Table I: Sessions triggering circuit breaker by loss pattern

Sending Data Rate (Mbps)

Link 1.0 2.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 8.5

adsl1 0% 0% 9% - 38% -
adsl2 0% 0% - - - -
adsl3 0% 0% - - - -
adsl4 0% 0% 0% 6% 0% -
adsl5 0% 0% 0% 7% 27% -
adsl6 0% 0% 19% 0% 52% -
adsl7 2% 9% - 29% - -

cable1 0% 20% - - - -
cable2 0% 0% 0% 4% 8% 17%
cable3 0% 0% - 18% - -
cable4 0% 0% - 2% - -
cable5 0% 0% - 2% - -

finadsl0 0% 0% - 2% - -
fincable0 0% 4% - 100% - -

Table II: Fraction of sessions at each sending rate triggering
the RTP circuit breaker (link names match [13]; finadsl0 and
fincable0 are captured in Finland, others are UK ISPs).

The RTP circuit breaker triggers more frequently as the
sending data rate increases. The worst performance is link
fincable0 where 100% of flows trigger the RTP circuit breaker
when sending at 5Mbps, however the link capacity here is
5Mbps, so this is not unexpected. The other links are running
below capacity at the maximum sending rate, but still see the
RTP circuit breaker firing on occasion. We assume, but have
no way of knowing, that this is due to our test traffic sharing
the link with other traffic, causing transient congestion.

It is clear that there is a strong rate-dependent component
in the fraction of sessions triggering the circuit breaker: the
higher the sending data rate, the more likely it is that the
circuit breaker is triggered. This supports the hypothesis that
the non-congestion controlled RTP flows used as test traffic
are overloading edge links, causing packet loss at high rates.

E. Summary

Our measurements of the RTP circuit breaker performance
with streaming traffic to residential links suggest that the
algorithm performs as desired. The RTP circuit breaker tends
to trigger when sending at rates close to the link capacity, and
when bursty loss is present.

IV. PERFORMANCE WITH INTERACTIVE VIDEO

In this section, we discuss the performance of the cir-
cuit breaker for interactive multimedia sessions such as a
video call between two participants. This is expected to
be a common scenario for WebRTC. Our video applica-
tion is built on the open-source libraries gstreamer (http:
//gstreamer.freedesktop.org/) and x264 (http://www.videolan.
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Figure 3: Circuit breaker evaluation for interactive video.

org/developers/x264.html) and uses the Akiyo video sequence
in VGA frame size at 15 frames-per-second with a 1Mbps
target media rate. We multiplex RTP and RTCP packets on
the same UDP port [15].

A. Experimental Methodology

Figure 3 shows the evaluation set-up for interactive video.
The bottleneck links carry one or more bidirectional RTP me-
dia flows with varying amounts of TCP cross traffic. The traffic
flows are connected to the edge routers (Router X and Y) over
a high capacity and low-delay link. We introduce impairments
to the bottleneck links and analyse the performance of the
circuit breaker. We use dummynet [16] to emulate the variation
in link capacity, latency, intermediate router queue length, and
use the Gilbert-Elliott Model to model packet loss.

We evaluate the performance of the circuit breakers in the
following scenarios: single RTP flow on a bottleneck link;
multiple RTP flows on a bottleneck link; and single RTP
flow competing with multiple TCP flows. Performance is
tested by introducing impairments on the bottleneck links, then
measuring the fraction of sessions that triggered the circuit
breaker (Tr%), and the time it takes to trigger the circuit
breaker (tCB) after the impairment is introduced. The former
is a measure of the effectiveness of the RTP circuit breaker
at detecting particular impairments, the latter a measure of
the responsiveness of the RTP circuit breaker. The results are
averaged and we calculate the 95% confidence interval. In the
scenarios when the circuit breaker is triggered, we calculate
the average tCB using the call duration for only those calls that
triggered the circuit breaker. A test is considered to not trigger
the circuit breaker if the session is not halted within 100s of
introducing the impairment. In 100s each endpoint sends about
20 RTCP reports (the average RTCP reporting interval is 5s
for unicast media sessions), and this allows sufficient amount
of time and measurements for the circuit breaker to trigger.
To derive statistical significance, each scenario is run multiple
times; in total we ran 3000 tests.

B. Effects of Varying Bottleneck Link Characteristics

In this scenario, a single bi-directional RTP stream flows
through the bottleneck links. In each test run, we vary only
one network characteristic and observe if the change triggers
the RTP circuit breaker. We chose a subset of the cases to
intentionally trigger the RTP circuit breakers, for example
adjusting the bottleneck rate to be lower than the media rate,
or simulating a link with high packet loss rate. This is done to
test the responsiveness of the RTP circuit breaker. Specifically,



Impact of Bottleneck Link Parameters

• See paper for full details – circuit breaker behaves as expected with changing 
bottleneck link characteristics
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(d) Throughput

Figure 4: A single media flow on a bottleneck link. We vary
the bottleneck link characteristics: a) latency, b) loss rate, c)
queue length and, d) throughput. Each scenario is run 50 times
and the error bars represent the 95% confidence level.

during an ongoing call, at time 20s, we change one of the
following: bottleneck link latency, link loss rate, router queue
length, or bottleneck throughput. We then observe the RTP
streams for the next 100s to determine if, and how quickly,
the RTP circuit breaker is triggered.

We begin by changing the bottleneck link latency during
a call. At time 20s the one-way delay is changed to one of
the following: 10ms, 50ms, 100ms, 200ms. The router queue
length is set to default 50 packets, and the bottleneck capacity
(1.1Mbps) is sufficient to carry the single media flow. We
observe that these changes do not trigger the RTP circuit
breaker, and all the sessions run for the full 100s after the
impairment is applied. This is shown in Figure 4(a).

We next introduce packet loss at routers X and Y in the
testbed (Figure 3). We observe that increasing the packet loss
rate increases the likelihood of triggering the RTP circuit
breaker, showing that the algorithm correctly reacts to increas-
ing packet loss. Further, sessions are terminated by the RTP
circuit breaker more quickly at higher loss rate, showing that
the algorithm is responsive. Figure 4(b) shows that at 0% loss
rate the RTP circuit breakers are not triggered, but as the loss
rate rises to 33% loss rate the video call is terminated every
time. The main reason for observing this kind of behaviour
is the losses mainly affect the single media flow and the
RTCP is multiplexed with the media data, therefore it affects
the feedback too. However, in later experiments when we
introduce cross traffic (Section IV-C) or increase the RTCP
feedback rate (Section V-C), fewer calls are terminated.

We vary the queue size at an intermediate router and observe
the impact on the circuit breaker. We describe the queue sizes
as a function of time, i.e., it is the depth of the queue or the
amount of time the packet will remain in the queue before it
is discarded. However, in practice the queue size is measured
in number of packets. We convert the queue depth (measured
in time) to queue length (number of packets) using:

QueueSizepackets =
QueueSizesec ! Throughputbps

MTU! 8
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Figure 5: Multiple RTP flows (10 in each direction) compete
on a bottleneck link with 0% loss and 33% loss, and with
router queue lengths 100ms (short queue, sq) and 5s (buffer-
bloated queue, bb). Each scenario is run 100 times.

In our experiments the MTU is 1500 bytes. For example,
a router with a throughput of 1Mbps and a 1s queue depth
would be capable of handling 83 packets (queue length). We
experiment with queue depths of 100ms, 500ms, 1s and 5s.
The 100ms queue depth represents a short queue, while the 5s
queue depth represents a buffer-bloated queue. Since there is
only a single flow on the bottleneck link, the variation in the
queue lengths increases the end-to-end latency but this does
not affect the circuit breaker because the packet burst sizes are
relatively small (See Figure 4(c) for details).

Finally, we consider changes in bottleneck bandwidth. In
this scenario, we want to observe how quickly the circuit
breaker triggers when congestion occurs. The easiest way to
create congestion is to limit the capacity on the bottleneck
link. The target media bit rate is 1Mbps and the bottleneck
throughput is reduced to 800kbps, 900kbps or 1Mbps after
20s. The router queue length is set to 50 packets. Figure 4(d)
shows that no circuit breakers are triggered when there is
sufficient capacity, and only 20% of the calls are terminated
within 100s when there is 90% available capacity. However,
all flows are terminated within 20s of reducing the rate to 80%
of the bottleneck capacity. The main reason for triggering the
circuit breaker is queuing delay, by reducing the bottleneck
link capacity the packets are queued longer in the router,
however, the queues have finite capacity and drop packets
when the queue overflows. Therefore, by terminating the calls,
the circuit breaker avoids causing even more queue build up.

C. Effects of RTP Cross Traffic

In this scenario, multiple RTP flows traverse the bottleneck
link. The capacity of the bottleneck link is the aggregate sum
of the media rates. That is, the bottleneck link has exactly the
capacity needed to carry all the flows. We use two different
video sequences (“akiyo” and “foreman”) and send five media
streams, one each at 200kbps, 400kbps, 600kbps, 800kbps, and
1000kbps. The bottleneck is set to 6Mbps, matching the total
bit rate sent.

We perform two experiments using this scenario. Firstly, we
configure different queue depths, namely short (100ms) and
buffer-bloat (5s) queues, and observe the impact on the circuit
breaker on each media flow. Figure 5 shows that no circuit



Impact of TCP Cross Traffic

• 3Mbps bottleneck, 1 RTP flow at 1Mbps, short (sq) or bloated (bb) 5s queue

• 40 short TCP flows modelling web traffic or 4 long duration TCP flows

• Short TCP flows aggressive due to slow start; buffer bloated queues decrease 
responsiveness, trigger circuit breaker – as expected, over-buffering affects 
TCP dynamics
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(a) TCP and RTP flows start
together
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(b) TCP starts 20s before the
RTP

Figure 6: Single RTP flow competing with multiple TCP flows.
TCP flows can be long (LF) or short (SF); routers can be short
queues or buffer-bloated. Each scenario is run 100 times.

breaker was triggered despite using different media streams
with various bit rates. This shows that occasional transient
overload does not cause spurious RTP circuit breaker triggers.

Second, in addition to the different queue depths, we intro-
duce packet losses at the edge router. Figure 5 shows that in
about 10% of the cases the RTP circuit breaker was triggered.
However, this is a considerably lower rate of triggering than
in the single flow scenario (see Section IV-B), since the loss
rate is applied on the aggregate, not on a per-flow basis.

D. Effects of TCP Cross Traffic

In this scenario, a single RTP flow competes with TCP
cross-traffic on the bottleneck with 3Mbps capacity. The RTP
flow occupies about one third of the capacity, leaving 2Mbps
to be shared with the TCP flows. The routers are configured
to have either short or buffer-bloated queues. We use two
forms of TCP flows, either short TCP flows that are modelled
to resemble web-traffic, or long TCP flows that represent
large file downloads. The TCP cross traffic is emulated by
an iperf server running at Router A and identical iperf clients
running at the endpoints. The long TCP flow downloads an
unbounded amount of data (representing file downloads) and
runs in parallel to the media flows. The short TCP flows are
modelled as a sequence of web page downloads interleaved
with idle periods (on-off traffic). The sizes of the web pages
are obtained from a uniform distribution between 100kB
and 1.5MB. Lengths of the idle periods are drawn from an
exponential distribution with the mean value of 10 seconds.
We use 4 long TCP flows or 40 short TCP flows to compete
with the RTP flow on the bottleneck.

We test two scenarios. In the first scenario, the long TCP
flows start at the same time as the RTP flow, but some of
the short TCP flows start in the OFF state. Since the RTP
flow starts at the full rate (1Mbps), and the TCP flows begin
in the slow start state, the long flow TCP can stabilize and
use the remaining bandwidth, thus not triggering the circuit
breaker. When competing with multiple short TCP flows, the
queue lengths play an important role because the TCP flow
reduces its sending rate when it observes a packet loss. When
the routers are configured with a short queue, the RTP circuit
breaker is not triggered because the router drops incoming
packets quickly in response to TCP dynamics (this corresponds
to the non-bursty loss cases in Section III). In the case of the
buffer-bloated queues, the TCP flows are less responsive due
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(b) TCP flows starts 20s be-
fore the 5 RTP flows

Figure 7: A video call between Helsinki (cable, 10/10) and
AWS in Ireland with cross-traffic. Each test is run 25 times.

to the long queue, and overshoot the available capacity causing
bursts of packet loss. This triggers the circuit breaker in 20%
of the cases. Figure 6(a) shows comparative results between
short and buffer-bloated queues for long and short TCP flows.

In the second scenario, the TCP flows start 20 seconds
before the RTP flow. With the long TCP flows, by the time
the RTP flow starts, the TCP flows are already in congestion
avoidance state. The arrival of the 1Mbps RTP flow causes
queues to build up, inducing packet loss and forcing the long
TCP flows decrease their sending rate. This makes room for
the RTP flow, and the RTP circuit breaker is not triggered.
With short TCP flows, however, the on-off nature of the flows
ensures that some are in slow start when the RTP flow starts.
This can cause large rate changes, potentially filling the router
queues and causing a burst of packet loss. When the size of
the queue is short, the router drops the packets often enough
that the TCP flows are not too aggressive, however, for the
buffer-bloated queue, the TCP flows compete aggressively to
fill up the queue which results in long delays and eventually
packet loss. The circuit breakers are triggered in both cases;
Figure 6(b) shows that the circuit breaker triggered in 20% of
cases with buffer-bloat and 10% of the cases with short queues.
Again, over buffering causes loss bursts that affect multiple
RTCP reporting intervals and trigger the circuit breaker.

E. Performance on the Public Internet

A video call is initiated between a host on a residential
network in Helsinki (cable, 10Mbps down/4Mbps up) and a
server running on Amazon Web Service (AWS) in Ireland. We
also introduce TCP cross-traffic: a) 4 TCP long flows (LF), b)
16 TCP long flows (LF), and c) 40 TCP short flows (SF)
between the two endpoints. In none of the cases is the RTP
circuit breaker triggered, most likely because the bottleneck
can handle the aggregate capacity of the TCP and RTP flows.

In the second scenario, we introduce 5 RTP flows 20s after
starting the 40 short TCP flows. To both endpoints, we add
dummynet to emulate a buffer-bloat queue. The circuit breaker
is triggered in 20% of the cases and the session do not last
more than 50s. This is chiefly because the multiple short TCP
flows flood the router’s queue and causes excessive delay that
triggers the circuit breaker (see Figure 7 for details).

V. DISCUSSION

In the following we discusses possible changes to the circuit
breaker algorithm, and explore their impact on performance



Performance on Residential Links

• Captured RTP packet traces to residential users
• CBR traffic flows; range of bit rates (1–8.5Mbps); 1–10 minute duration

• Well-connected server; clients on standard home ADSL and cable modem 
links in the UK and Finland

• 3833 traces containing ~230,000,000 packets

• Simulated RTCP matching the RTP packet traces
• Assume reliable delivery of RTCP 

• Explore effectiveness of congestion circuit breaker

11
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Figure 1: Distribution of traces by packet loss rate

Loss Pattern Triggered Did not trigger

Loss free 0.0% 100.0%
Non-bursty loss 0.0% 100.0%

Bursty loss 12.4% 87.6%

Table I: Sessions triggering circuit breaker by loss pattern

non-zero packet loss are seen to trigger the RTP circuit breaker
in some cases, irrespective of the loss rate. A total of 167 traces
out of 3833 trigger the circuit breaker. The circuit breaker tends
to be triggered in traces with higher packet loss rate, but this
is not uniform, and some low loss traces (including some with
loss rate < 0.5%) trigger the circuit breaker.

These results show that the overall packet loss rate in a
trace is an imperfect predictor of whether the RTP circuit
breaker will trigger. This is to be expected. The circuit breaker
algorithm triggers based on the packet loss rate in a small
number of consecutive RTCP reporting intervals. Reporting
intervals are short, only a few seconds duration, while the
traces are between one and 10 minutes in length. A burst of
loss could impact enough RTCP reporting intervals to trigger
the circuit breaker, yet be short enough to leave a low overall
packet loss rate on a long trace. The pattern of packet loss
events must be considered to determine if the circuit breaker
triggers, not just the overall packet loss rate.

C. Effects of Packet Loss Patterns

We categorise the traces into three categories: loss free; those
that have non-bursty packet loss; and those that exhibit bursty
loss using the definition of bursty loss from [9] (Figure 2 shows
representative samples of the non-bursty and bursty packet loss
patterns). The data comprises 1344 traces with bursty loss, 863
traces with non-bursty loss, and 1626 loss free.

Table I shows the fraction of sessions that triggered the
RTP circuit breaker for each of the three categories of packet
loss. As expected, the RTP circuit breaker did not trigger for
sessions that are loss free. The RTP circuit breaker also did
not trigger for any of the sessions that suffered non-bursty
packet loss. However, we note that the RTP circuit breaker
is triggered comparatively frequently in sessions that exhibit
bursty packet loss.

The residential links over which our traces were captured
are subject to three main loss processes: electrical noise on
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Figure 2: Sample bursty and non-bursty packet loss traces

the last mile link; congestion at the edge of the network; and
congestion in the core network. Congestion at the edge tends to
be bursty, since there is a low degree of statistical multiplexing,
and a likelihood that links are over-buffered and drop-tail.
Congestion within the core tends to occur on links with a high
degree of statistical multiplexing, so tends to affect many flows,
but only causes loss of a few packets from each, so it is less
visibly bursty. Loss due to noise also tends to be visible only
as isolated loss events, due to the use of error correction and
interleaving on the last mile link (especially on ADSL links).
We therefore suggest that sessions that trigger the RTP circuit
breaker are likely those that are congesting the last mile link,
causing bursts of packet loss.

D. Effects of Sending Data Rate

The percentage of sessions triggering the RTP circuit breaker
is broken down by link type and sending data rate in Table II.
We observe that the RTP circuit breaker rarely triggers at low
data rates (only occurring at 1Mbps sending rate on link adsl7,
and at 2Mbps only on links adsl7, cable1 and fincable0 (the
cable1 link has a 2Mbps capacity, so the loss there is likely
due to congestion since the sending rate is matches the link
capacity). Overall, only 2.4% of sessions with sending rate of
1Mbps or 2Mbps trigger the RTP circuit breaker.

The RTP circuit breaker triggers more frequently as the
sending data rate increases. The worst performance is link
fincable0 where 100% of flows trigger the RTP circuit breaker
when sending at 5Mbps, however the link capacity here is
5Mbps, so this is not unexpected. The other links are running
below capacity at the maximum sending rate, but still see the
RTP circuit breaker firing on occasion. We assume, but have
no way of knowing, that this is due to our test traffic sharing
the link with other traffic, causing transient congestion.

It is clear that there is a strong rate-dependent component
in the fraction of sessions triggering the circuit breaker: the
higher the sending data rate, the more likely it is that the

• Circuit breaker triggers in 164 traces out of 3833

• Overall packet loss rate a poor predictor of whether circuit breaker will trigger



Circuit Breaker Triggers by Loss Pattern
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• Categorised packet traces according 
to RFC 3611 burst loss metric
• 42% traces are loss free

• 23% traces have non-bursty loss

• 35% traces have bursty loss

• All packet traces triggering the RTP 
circuit breaker have bursty loss

• Example circuit breaker trigger:
• 10 second period with 4% avg. packet loss

• 2–3 reporting intervals

“A burst is a period during which a high proportion of packets are either lost 
or discarded due to late arrival.  A burst is defined, in terms of a value Gmin, 
as the longest sequence that (a) starts with a lost or discarded packet, (b) 
does not contain any occurrences of Gmin or more consecutively received 
(and not discarded) packets, and (c) ends with a lost or discarded packet.” – 
where the recommended value of Gmin = 16

 145000  146000  147000  148000  149000  150000

Packet Number

adsl1 4.0Mbps (0.6% loss overall)

Loss Pattern Triggered Did not trigger

Loss free 0.0% 100.0%
Non-bursty loss 0.0% 100.0%

Bursty loss 12.2% 87.8%

Table I: Sessions triggering circuit breaker by loss pattern

Sending Data Rate (Mbps)

Link 1.0 2.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 8.5

adsl1 0% 0% 9% - 38% -
adsl2 0% 0% - - - -
adsl3 0% 0% - - - -
adsl4 0% 0% 0% 6% 0% -
adsl5 0% 0% 0% 7% 27% -
adsl6 0% 0% 19% 0% 52% -
adsl7 2% 9% - 29% - -

cable1 0% 20% - - - -
cable2 0% 0% 0% 4% 8% 17%
cable3 0% 0% - 18% - -
cable4 0% 0% - 2% - -
cable5 0% 0% - 2% - -

finadsl0 0% 0% - 2% - -
fincable0 0% 4% - 100% - -

Table II: Fraction of sessions at each sending rate triggering
the RTP circuit breaker (link names match [13]; finadsl0 and
fincable0 are captured in Finland, others are UK ISPs).

The RTP circuit breaker triggers more frequently as the
sending data rate increases. The worst performance is link
fincable0 where 100% of flows trigger the RTP circuit breaker
when sending at 5Mbps, however the link capacity here is
5Mbps, so this is not unexpected. The other links are running
below capacity at the maximum sending rate, but still see the
RTP circuit breaker firing on occasion. We assume, but have
no way of knowing, that this is due to our test traffic sharing
the link with other traffic, causing transient congestion.

It is clear that there is a strong rate-dependent component
in the fraction of sessions triggering the circuit breaker: the
higher the sending data rate, the more likely it is that the
circuit breaker is triggered. This supports the hypothesis that
the non-congestion controlled RTP flows used as test traffic
are overloading edge links, causing packet loss at high rates.

E. Summary

Our measurements of the RTP circuit breaker performance
with streaming traffic to residential links suggest that the
algorithm performs as desired. The RTP circuit breaker tends
to trigger when sending at rates close to the link capacity, and
when bursty loss is present.

IV. PERFORMANCE WITH INTERACTIVE VIDEO

In this section, we discuss the performance of the cir-
cuit breaker for interactive multimedia sessions such as a
video call between two participants. This is expected to
be a common scenario for WebRTC. Our video applica-
tion is built on the open-source libraries gstreamer (http:
//gstreamer.freedesktop.org/) and x264 (http://www.videolan.
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Figure 3: Circuit breaker evaluation for interactive video.

org/developers/x264.html) and uses the Akiyo video sequence
in VGA frame size at 15 frames-per-second with a 1Mbps
target media rate. We multiplex RTP and RTCP packets on
the same UDP port [15].

A. Experimental Methodology

Figure 3 shows the evaluation set-up for interactive video.
The bottleneck links carry one or more bidirectional RTP me-
dia flows with varying amounts of TCP cross traffic. The traffic
flows are connected to the edge routers (Router X and Y) over
a high capacity and low-delay link. We introduce impairments
to the bottleneck links and analyse the performance of the
circuit breaker. We use dummynet [16] to emulate the variation
in link capacity, latency, intermediate router queue length, and
use the Gilbert-Elliott Model to model packet loss.

We evaluate the performance of the circuit breakers in the
following scenarios: single RTP flow on a bottleneck link;
multiple RTP flows on a bottleneck link; and single RTP
flow competing with multiple TCP flows. Performance is
tested by introducing impairments on the bottleneck links, then
measuring the fraction of sessions that triggered the circuit
breaker (Tr%), and the time it takes to trigger the circuit
breaker (tCB) after the impairment is introduced. The former
is a measure of the effectiveness of the RTP circuit breaker
at detecting particular impairments, the latter a measure of
the responsiveness of the RTP circuit breaker. The results are
averaged and we calculate the 95% confidence interval. In the
scenarios when the circuit breaker is triggered, we calculate
the average tCB using the call duration for only those calls that
triggered the circuit breaker. A test is considered to not trigger
the circuit breaker if the session is not halted within 100s of
introducing the impairment. In 100s each endpoint sends about
20 RTCP reports (the average RTCP reporting interval is 5s
for unicast media sessions), and this allows sufficient amount
of time and measurements for the circuit breaker to trigger.
To derive statistical significance, each scenario is run multiple
times; in total we ran 3000 tests.

B. Effects of Varying Bottleneck Link Characteristics

In this scenario, a single bi-directional RTP stream flows
through the bottleneck links. In each test run, we vary only
one network characteristic and observe if the change triggers
the RTP circuit breaker. We chose a subset of the cases to
intentionally trigger the RTP circuit breakers, for example
adjusting the bottleneck rate to be lower than the media rate,
or simulating a link with high packet loss rate. This is done to
test the responsiveness of the RTP circuit breaker. Specifically,



Circuit Breaker Triggers by Sending Rate

• Likelihood of triggering circuit breaker 
increases with sending rate

• Most likely to trigger circuit breaker 
when sending rate is close to edge 
link capacity

• Results consistent with circuit breaker 
triggering due to edge congestion

14

Fraction of traces triggering circuit breaker
(bars show negotiated rate of edge link)

Loss Pattern Triggered Did not trigger

Loss free 0.0% 100.0%
Non-bursty loss 0.0% 100.0%

Bursty loss 12.2% 87.8%

Table I: Sessions triggering circuit breaker by loss pattern

Sending Data Rate (Mbps)

Link 1.0 2.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 8.5

adsl1 0% 0% 9% - 38% -
adsl2 0% 0% - - - -
adsl3 0% 0% - - - -
adsl4 0% 0% 0% 6% 0% -
adsl5 0% 0% 0% 7% 27% -
adsl6 0% 0% 19% 0% 52% -
adsl7 2% 9% - 29% - -

cable1 0% 20% - - - -
cable2 0% 0% 0% 4% 8% 17%
cable3 0% 0% - 18% - -
cable4 0% 0% - 2% - -
cable5 0% 0% - 2% - -

finadsl0 0% 0% - 2% - -
fincable0 0% 4% - 100% - -

Table II: Fraction of sessions at each sending rate triggering
the RTP circuit breaker (link names match [13]; finadsl0 and
fincable0 are captured in Finland, others are UK ISPs).

The RTP circuit breaker triggers more frequently as the
sending data rate increases. The worst performance is link
fincable0 where 100% of flows trigger the RTP circuit breaker
when sending at 5Mbps, however the link capacity here is
5Mbps, so this is not unexpected. The other links are running
below capacity at the maximum sending rate, but still see the
RTP circuit breaker firing on occasion. We assume, but have
no way of knowing, that this is due to our test traffic sharing
the link with other traffic, causing transient congestion.

It is clear that there is a strong rate-dependent component
in the fraction of sessions triggering the circuit breaker: the
higher the sending data rate, the more likely it is that the
circuit breaker is triggered. This supports the hypothesis that
the non-congestion controlled RTP flows used as test traffic
are overloading edge links, causing packet loss at high rates.

E. Summary

Our measurements of the RTP circuit breaker performance
with streaming traffic to residential links suggest that the
algorithm performs as desired. The RTP circuit breaker tends
to trigger when sending at rates close to the link capacity, and
when bursty loss is present.

IV. PERFORMANCE WITH INTERACTIVE VIDEO

In this section, we discuss the performance of the cir-
cuit breaker for interactive multimedia sessions such as a
video call between two participants. This is expected to
be a common scenario for WebRTC. Our video applica-
tion is built on the open-source libraries gstreamer (http:
//gstreamer.freedesktop.org/) and x264 (http://www.videolan.
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Figure 3: Circuit breaker evaluation for interactive video.

org/developers/x264.html) and uses the Akiyo video sequence
in VGA frame size at 15 frames-per-second with a 1Mbps
target media rate. We multiplex RTP and RTCP packets on
the same UDP port [15].

A. Experimental Methodology

Figure 3 shows the evaluation set-up for interactive video.
The bottleneck links carry one or more bidirectional RTP me-
dia flows with varying amounts of TCP cross traffic. The traffic
flows are connected to the edge routers (Router X and Y) over
a high capacity and low-delay link. We introduce impairments
to the bottleneck links and analyse the performance of the
circuit breaker. We use dummynet [16] to emulate the variation
in link capacity, latency, intermediate router queue length, and
use the Gilbert-Elliott Model to model packet loss.

We evaluate the performance of the circuit breakers in the
following scenarios: single RTP flow on a bottleneck link;
multiple RTP flows on a bottleneck link; and single RTP
flow competing with multiple TCP flows. Performance is
tested by introducing impairments on the bottleneck links, then
measuring the fraction of sessions that triggered the circuit
breaker (Tr%), and the time it takes to trigger the circuit
breaker (tCB) after the impairment is introduced. The former
is a measure of the effectiveness of the RTP circuit breaker
at detecting particular impairments, the latter a measure of
the responsiveness of the RTP circuit breaker. The results are
averaged and we calculate the 95% confidence interval. In the
scenarios when the circuit breaker is triggered, we calculate
the average tCB using the call duration for only those calls that
triggered the circuit breaker. A test is considered to not trigger
the circuit breaker if the session is not halted within 100s of
introducing the impairment. In 100s each endpoint sends about
20 RTCP reports (the average RTCP reporting interval is 5s
for unicast media sessions), and this allows sufficient amount
of time and measurements for the circuit breaker to trigger.
To derive statistical significance, each scenario is run multiple
times; in total we ran 3000 tests.

B. Effects of Varying Bottleneck Link Characteristics

In this scenario, a single bi-directional RTP stream flows
through the bottleneck links. In each test run, we vary only
one network characteristic and observe if the change triggers
the RTP circuit breaker. We chose a subset of the cases to
intentionally trigger the RTP circuit breakers, for example
adjusting the bottleneck rate to be lower than the media rate,
or simulating a link with high packet loss rate. This is done to
test the responsiveness of the RTP circuit breaker. Specifically,



• Choice of TCP throughput model:
• Use full TCP model, rather than the

simplified TCP model

• Num. flows triggering with bursty
loss increases: 12.2% → 19.3%

• Significant number of low-rate flows
trigger this circuit breaker → overly
sensitive to transient congestion

• Number of RTCP reporting intervals to trigger:
• Trigger after 3 reporting intervals gives slight reduction in number of 

traces triggering circuit breaker: 12.2% → 10.1% of bursty traces

• No significant impact on low-rate traces

Impact of Circuit Breaker Parameters
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Figure 8: Distribution of traces by loss rate using modified
RTP circuit breaker

using the residential streaming traces studied in Section III.

A. Choice of TCP Throughput Equation

We repeat the evaluation from Section III using the more
complete TCP throughput model from [11], rather than the
simple TCP model [10] used in the original evaluation. The
distribution of traces that trigger this modified circuit breaker
by packet loss rate is shown in Figure 8a. We also show the
fraction of sessions triggering the modified circuit breaker by
loss pattern (Table III) and sending rate (Table IV).

Comparing Figure 8a with Figure 1 the distributions look
similar. Comparing Table IV with Table II gives a clearer
picture, however, showing that considerably more low-rate
sessions trigger the RTP circuit breaker when using the more
complete TCP model. Table III gives more insight: the number
of bursty sessions triggering the circuit breaker almost doubles
with this TCP model. The more complete TCP model is more
sensitive to bursty packet loss.

B. Choice of Triggering Interval

We also repeat the evaluation using a modified version of the
RTP circuit breaker that takes three RTCP reporting intervals
to trigger, rather than the usual two intervals. The distribution
of traces triggering this circuit breaker is shown in Figure 8b.
We also show the fraction of session triggering the circuit
breaker by loss pattern (Table V) and sending rate (Table VI).

As with the standard circuit breaker, no sessions with non-
bursty loss trigger this modified circuit breaker. The number of
sessions with bursty loss is slightly down, at 10.1% rather than
12.2% of the sessions. Comparing Table V with Table I and
Figure 8b with Figure 1 we see that fewer sessions trigger

Loss Pattern Triggered Did not trigger

Loss free 0.0% 100.0%
Non-bursty loss 0.2% 99.8%

Bursty loss 19.3% 80.7%

Table III: Sessions triggering circuit breaker by loss pattern
(full TCP model)

Sending Data Rate (Mbps)

Link 1.0 2.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 8.5

adsl1 0% 1% 14% - 42% -
adsl2 0% 0% - - - -
adsl3 0% 0% - - - -
adsl4 3% 5% 0% 26% 0% -
adsl5 0% 4% 7% 20% 31% -
adsl6 0% 1% 26% 0% 56% -
adsl7 10% 9% - 29% - -

cable1 0% 33% - - - -
cable2 0% 0% 0% 6% 8% 21%
cable3 18% 13% - 29% - -
cable4 2% 0% - 2% - -
cable5 2% 0% - 4% - -

finadsl0 0% 0% - 6% - -
fincable0 16% 16% - 100% - -

Table IV: Fraction of sessions at each sending rate triggering
the RTP circuit breaker (full TCP model).

the circuit breaker, especially at high rates. This shows that
increasing the number of reporting intervals needed to trigger
the RTP circuit breaker makes it less responsive, as expected.
It is not clear, however, that this is an improvement. The circuit
breaker should trigger with bursty loss and at high rates.

C. Choice of RTCP Interval

The RTP Profile for RTCP-based Feedback [9] allows
endpoints to send RTCP reports early in some cases, provided
the average reporting interval is respected. This can be useful
to indicate the early onset of congestion, or the receiver
may want to send rapid feedback about significant congestion
events, allowing the congestion control algorithm to be more
responsive. Early reports may be sent in a compound RTCP
packet, or using the Reduced-Size RTCP extension [17].

Sending reduced size RTCP saves bandwidth, but since such
packet do not contain an SR/RR packet, they do not count
towards resetting the RTCP Timeout in the circuit breaker.
Sending early feedback as a compound packet will use more
bandwidth, but allows the RTCP timeout circuit breaker to
function. We compare the performance of the circuit breaker
for an RTP flow with a standard RTCP interval (5± 2.5s) and
another flow with a shorter RTCP interval (2.5± 1.25s) using
compound RTCP packets. Figure 9 shows the percentage of
sessions that triggered the circuit breaker for the two cases,
and the average time it took to trigger the circuit breaker. The
number of times the circuit breaker is triggered increases with
the loss rate, as expected. However, by using the shorter RTCP
interval the sessions last relatively longer, and fewer sessions
are terminated compared to the standard RTCP interval. Loss



Conclusions

• Proposed RTP circuit breaker based on reachability 
and TCP-friendly throughput
• Baseline RTP provides insufficient information for accurate TCP-friendly 

rate estimation; RTCP XR extensions can correct this in future systems

• Circuit breaker adopts low-complexity approximations

• Trace-drive simulations show RTP circuit breaker 
triggering correctly for streaming to residential links
• Might consider increasing to three reporting intervals before triggering

• Ongoing work considering other network environments, more detailed 
analysis of circuit breaker triggers in this environment
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